
CITY OF PEWEE VALLEY
MUNICIPAL ORDER 6, SERIES 2022

A MUNICIPAL ORDER FOR THE PURCHASE OF A POLICE VEHICLE AND THE
RE-PAVING OF MUIRS LANE, USING FUNDS FROM THE AMERICAN RESCUE

PLAN ACT (ARPA).

Whereas, the ARPA final rule allows cities with allocations under ten million to elect to

use its total allocation as income loss, allowing its allocation to be used for a broad range of

general government purposes and the City of Pewee Valley does elect to have its entire ARPA

allocation considered income loss,

Whereas, the City of Pewee Valley wishes to use the ARPA SLFRF funding, in whole or

in part, to purchase needed equipment and supplies, including a camera for a police cruiser,

sanitizing supplies to purchase a police vehicle, and to authorize the Mayor to execute any

documents which are deemed necessary by the US Treasury to participate in the American

Rescue Plan Act State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds and to have full authority to function as

the authorized correspondence for the proposed project.

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY OF PEWEE VALLEY,

KENTUCKY:

Section 1. The City of Pewee Valley was allotted ARPA SLFRF funding in an amount

under 10 million dollars, which under Treasury’s Final Rule, can be used in whole to provide

income replacement for the City and be used for the City’s general government purposes. The

City of Pewee Valley does hereby exercise its option to consider its entire ARPA allocation as

income replacement and use such allocation for the general government purpose for obtaining a

new police vehicle and the repaving of Muirs Lane. Detail on such purchases is attached to this

municipal order. The purchases qualify as general government expenses, and none are an

impermissible expenditure under Treasury’s Final Rule. All the purchases were subject to public



bidding or piggy-backed on the State of Kentucky procurement approved bidder list for the

purchases.

Section 2. The City of Pewee Valley hereby authorizes the Mayor to execute the

necessary agreement(s) to implement this project, utilizing ARPA SLFRF funding, in whole or in

part, for a general government expenditure under the authority of income replacement under

Treasury’s Final Rule. The City Council further authorizes the Mayor to execute any documents

which are deemed necessary by the US Treasury to participate in the American Rescue Plan

State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds and to have full authority to function as authorized

correspondent for the proposed project.

This Municipal Order shall take effect upon its passage and approval as required by law.

Adopted this  7th day of September 2022.


